
ISTITUTO ITALIANO DI FOTOGRAFIA

CONCEPT
Photography as an expressive language, style, innovation.
Istituto Italiano di Fotografia is a multifunctional school that was born aiming to provide a solid preparation, 
develop sensitivity and contemporary photographic language able to cross cultures, frontiers, markets. It is 
continuously in search of talents. A never-ending will to be seduced, to astonish, to amaze, to be touched and 
reached by an image. To discover a new language and to open the eyes to new horizons.

EDUCATION
Teaching the photographic language through an articulate and modern didactics.
Education is the heart of IIF since 1993. A complete and modern preparation that starts in the classroom 
moves to the photographic set and takes to the creation of a personal portfolio, the indispensable ticket to 
the business world.
The methodology that is created for the photography field, to immerse the student in reality through practical 
experiences, creative projects enriched with collaboration with editors and companies.

IIF IN ENGLISH
International department of Istituto Italiano di Fotografia.
This department of the school offers photography courses in the English language. The uniqueness of 
these courses stems from their focus on Italian culture and style with a particular emphasis on the Milan 
environment. Students are able to participate in cultural and practical activities within a dynamic environment, 
helping them develop the flexibility and experience required of a photographer wishing to work in various 
professional sectors.



IIF IN ENGLISH OFFERS THE FOLLOWING COURSES: 
Basic Photography Summer Course –  dedicated to those who want to have a first approach to the world of 
digital photography, both indoors and outdoors, starting with the basics of photographic technique.

Photography & Fashion Summer Course - taught in collaboration with the Istituto di Moda Burgo fashion 
institute, brings together the key concepts of both photography and fashion to provide students with 
introductory knowledge and skills in fashion photography.

Food Photography Summer Course - has a focus on expanding the expressive abilities of the individual 
participants through various projects in studio and location.

Kickoff Photography Evening Course - dedicated to those who want to have a first approach to the world of 
digital photography, both indoors and outdoors, starting with the basics of photographic technique.

COURSES IN ITALIAN LANGUAGE:
• Biennial Professional Photography Course - a complete formation addressed to who wants to be a 

professional photographer;
• Evening Courses, Topic Sessions and Workshop Weekend;
• Courses for Children and Teenagers, Companies and Schools;

EXHIBITIONS, PUBLICATIONS, SEMINARS. 
Istituto Italiano di Fotografia organizes exhibitions and public events to give visibility to its talents, believing 
that training does not end in the classroom but grows within the culture of the images. 

PROFESSIONAL PROJECTS, CREATIVE ENERGY, RESEARCH. 
Production is a photographic agency that produces projects for its clients, providing the best IIF 
photographers with an important business opportunity. 
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